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To,

HR,

The Director ONGC,
Jeevan Bharati-Il,
Indira Gandhi Chaowk,
New Delhi.

OIC

Sub: Sanctlonlng the medical Bills as per rates of panel
Hospitals in Mumbai.
Respected Sir,

It has been brought to our notice during my visit to offshore

platforms regarding sanctioning claims of medical bills of the
employees staying out of Mumbai where Hospitals are yet to be
considered on the panel of ONGC. Even Nasik city, having
hospitals like "Apollo & Fortlst are yet to hnd its place in our
panel list, when request application of around hundred (1OO)
employees are attached that amounts to at least four hundred

beneficiary.

When the process is painstakingly slow, their medical claims
being shown the gates of KEM rates, pune, is not only harsh, it
is as if medical benefits does not exist for them, additionally they
are taxed 30% of the dressed bill towards income tax.

Till such time, panel hospitals don,t come up and to over come
this problematic uncomfortable situation, we suggest the
medical bills may please be sanctioned as per the rates of any of
the panel Hospital of Leelavati, Hinduja or Kokilaben. ti is
pertinent to mention, to bring the patient in Mumbai, employees
has to bear the expenses on travelling plus we have to provide
guest house accommodation to their family, so a_lso the travel
time could be fetal.
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Your esteemed authority is requested to kindly take the decision
on the above mentioned issues for the offshore going employees
only doing ON/OFF other than Mumbai city.

o/c
General Secretary
Copy to:
ED Chief ER,ONGC, Gr.Bldg, Tel Bhavan, Dehradun.
ED-HRO, ONGC, WOU, Gren. Bldg. BKC, Bandra (E Mum: 51.
),
GM-I/c,HR/ER,RO, ONGC, WOU, Gr. Bldg. Bandra (b Mum : 51.
),
DGM-l/c, Medical, ONGC, WOU, Gr. Bldg. Bandra (E ),'Mum : 51.
DGM-I/c, IR, ONGC, WOU, Gr. Bldg. Bandra (E ), Mum: 51.

